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The Convergenceof an Euler Approximation
of an Initial Value Problem Is Not Always
Obvious
John H. Hubbard, Samer S. Habre, and Beverly H. West

1. INTRODUCTION. Consider the initial value problem

dx
dt =,~x(t)I,

withx(-2) =-1.

(1)

Some solutions are shown in Figure 1, and some Euler approximate solutions are
shown in Figure 2.

t2

~~~~~~~~~~~~0.61803

t

-3

-

-

-1

-

1

-2 _____________-2
Figure 1. Five correct solutions for x' = vi-startingat to = -02, x = -1.

Figure 2. Euler approximatesolutions to (1) for
various stepsizes.

Analytically, the solutions of (1) are exactly the functions (shown in Figure 3)
t2

Vb (t)t

0

t -b)2

fort < 0
forO <t <b

(2)

forb < t.

There is one solution for each b E [0, oo). In particular,there are infinitely many solutions Vbwith the sameinitialconditionx (-2) = -1.
Since a3...Fxi/ax is unbounded in any region containing the t-axis, it is not surpris-

ing thatuniquenessof the initialvalueproblem(1) does not hold afterthe solutionhits
the t-axis.
of (1) withstepsizeh satisfyingUh(-2) =
Let Uh(t) denotetheEulerapproximation
-1. We investigatewhathappensas h -* 0. Ourmaintheoremis:
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2 x

1-

1Ax

1 b

-2

-3

2

3

4

5

-1

Figure 3. The solution Vbleaves the t-axis at b. This solution is a Cl function, even at b.

Theorem 1.1. For every b > 0, there exists a sequence of stepsizes {hn > 01 tending
to 0 with the property that Uhn(t) approaches Vb(t) as n -* oo.
2. A PARAMETER-SPACE PICTURE. Figure 2 illustrates how, for some values
of h, Uh(2) may approach values other than 1. But to produce this picture, we selected
our step-lengths very carefully, and used the information in Figure 4 to do so. When the
stepsize does not land precisely on the terminal value t = 2, the final step is shortened
appropriately.
Pictures that draw one or several graphs of solutions are inadequate to understand
how the solutions vary as a function of h. A movie would be much better, but a substitute is to draw the graph of the function h H-FUh(2), as shown in Figure 4.

1.8
1.6
1.4

0.5

Uhl2)

0

1.2
1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
h
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

_

0.61803

_

_

_

_

_

0.618038
0.618034
0.618032
0.618036
0.61804

Figure 4. Left: the graphof f -+ Uh(2). The cusps do not seem to reach down to zero only because the cusps
are very sharp and fall between pixels, as illustratedby the blow-up on the right. It is very difficult even with
extremely high precision to obtain good approximationsto the cusp values.
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In fact, a graph of Uh (2) (as a function of the stepsize h) shows that Uh (2) varies con-

tinuouslywith repeatedcusp values at zero andpeaksgreaterthanone; see Figure4.
Theremainderof this articleis devotedto provingthatthesefeaturesreallyoccur;they
arenot artifactsof the computerpicture.
3. WHATREMAINS OF THE CONVERGENCETHEOREM. One (good) way
to prove existence and uniquenessfor solutionsof differentialequationsis to show
to solutionsconverge.In [1,
thatas the step-lengthtends to 0, Eulerapproximations
Section4.5], the authorsprove
Theorem 3.1. If f (t, x) is definedfor t E [a, b], x E [c, d] and satisfies the Lipschitz
condition
If(t, xl)

for t E [a, b],

(t, x2)I < KIxl- x21

-f

X1, X2 E

[c, d],

[c, d] is a sequence of Euler approximationsfor the differential
= c exists
un(to)
for some to E [a, b], then
and if Un: [a, b]

->

equationx' = f (t, x) with step-lengthstendingto 0, and if limn
u (t) = lim un(t)
n--~oo

exists for t E [a, b], and is the unique solution to x' = f (t, x) with u(to) = c.

Of coursethis uses the Lipschitznatureof the differentialequation;Theorem3.1
is not truefor the differentialequation(1) whenx = 0, i.e., whenthe solutioncrosses
do convergewherethe equationis Lipschitz:if
the t-axis. But Eulerapproximations
a sequenceof Eulerapproximations
un(t), definedfor t E [a, b], all satisfy un(t) > e
or Un(t) <

-e

for some

e

> 0, then Theorem 3.1 does apply, and the Un converge to a

solutionif they convergeat a single point.
We sharpenthis in Proposition3.2.
Proposition 3.2. Let hk > 0 be a sequence of step-lengths tending to 0, and let Uk be
a sequence of Euler approximations with step-length hk.
(a) If there exists to such that ck = uk(t) converges to c with c > 0, then the
sequence Uk(t) converges for each t > to - 2VF= b to the function v(t) =
(t - b)2/4.
(b) If there exists to such that ck = uk(t) converges to c with c < 0, then the sequence Uk(t) converges for each t < to + 2 =-c = b to the function v(t) =
-(t- b)2/4.

Inequality[1, Theorem4.4.1] withoutwhich
Theproofdependson theFundamental
it is essentiallyimpossibleto proveanythingaboutdifferentialequations.We restateit
hereas Theorem3.3.
Theorem 3.3. Let f (t, x) be definedfort E [a, b], x E [c, d] and satisfy the Lipschitz
condition

If (t, x)

-

f (t, X2)I < KIx

Suppose u1, U2: [a, b]
functions satisfying
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t E [a, b], X1, X2 E [c, d].

[c, d] are continuous, piecewise continuously differentiable
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at all points t E [a, b] where thefunctions u1 and u2 are differentiable, and
lui(to)

for some e1, E2, 6

<_,

u2(to)I

-

0. Then

>

IUl(t)

U2(t)I

-

<

SeKItt01

+

E

+

K

E2 (eKIttoI

(3)

1)

-

Onemaythinkof the E's as slopeerrors,whichmeasureto whatextentthe functions
ul andu2 fail to havethe properslope in orderto be solutionsof x' = f (t, x), andof
S as the errorin the initialcondition.
Proofof Proposition3.2. The proofs of the two partsare almostidentical;we prove
only the first.It is enoughto showthatUkconvergesfor b < t < to,andwe mayassume
thatall Ck satisfyCk < 2c, so thatUk(t) < 2c for all t < to.
Choose e > 0, set r1= e2/16, and suppose that c > 2ir. Since v(t) = (t -b)2/4,
we have v (b + E) = 4ir. In the region x > ij, the differential equation (1) is Lipschitz

with constant
1

K =sup

2

E(4)

So long as Uk(t) > r1we have

Iu k(t)-ItI

(5)

< 2hk 2c,

andthe fundamentalinequalityensuresthat
IUk (t)

-

-t)

2C

+ 2hk

_/
I

(e2t-tol/e

(6)

-

If we choose k largeenoughthat

)

lCk-c|
IkC<

+
+

x 42c(e2V1c/E

and

hk <

k<

2c(e/c/E

-

<

1

(7)

2v/c-/E~

then
Uk(t)- V(t)

I<

4 5e2it-tollE
e
4eLVC/E

(e 2it-tollE

1)(8

1)

< 2il.

(8)

We have to deal with the conditionUk(t) > ir. This is truefor t = to, so if it fails,
there is a largest t1 for which it fails, and (8) is true for t = tl. If t1 > b +E, this gives
Uk(tl)

> v(tl)

-2r

> 4r

-

2r > ir.

this
Thus (8) is truefor t E [b + E, to] for all sufficientlylargek. Since e is arbitrary,
e
provesthe firstpartof Proposition3.2.
Corollary 3.4. If Uk is a sequence of Euler approximationsfor the differential equation (1), with step-lengths hk -* 0, and if there exist to, t1 such that the Uk(to) converge
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to co < 0 and the Uk(tl) converge to cl
where

>

0, then Uk(t) convergesfor every t to va,b

t< a
a<t<b
t > b.

-(t-a)2/4
a = to+2/

b = t -211,

-c,

and

Va,b(t)

=

(t),

0

I(t-b)2/4
Proof Choose E > 0, and break up [to, t1] into the three subintervals
[a-e,b+,E,

[to,a-el,

and [b+e,tl].

Wejust saw thatthe sequenceUkconvergesto Va,bon the firstandthe last;in fact, for
k sufficientlylargewe have
> -e

uk(a-E)

and

uk(b+E)

< E2.

(9)

But all the Ukare non-decreasingfunctions,and thusthe middlesegmenttake values
in [_62, E2] for k sufficientlylarge,andhencethe Uk convergeto 0 there.
U
4. SOME RESULTSABOUT FENCES. Ourproofsrequirefences, an elementary
way of dealingwith differentialinequalities,featuredin [1, Sections 1.3 and4.4].
Definition 4.1. Suppose x' = f (t, x) is a differential equation definedfor t E [a, b],
x E [c, d]. A continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable function 13
[a, b] -* [c, d] is called an upperfence if f (t, ,8(t)) < f'(t) for all t E [a, b].

If f (t, P(t)) < 3'(t), then ,Bis called a strongupperfence;otherwise1Bis called a
weak upperfence.

Figure5 showssome examplesof upperfences (dashed)in a slope field.

,

?

f(t,f3(t))f(t:t)
slopes
f(tffP(slp

\

(t)

~(t)Figure 5. Upper fences f (t, p (t)) < f'(t) .

Thepicturesin Figure5 conveytheproperideathatan upperfence pushessolutions
down;once a solutioncrossesa strongupperfence, the solutioncannotget backacross
the fence.
Theorem 4.2. If ,8(t) is a strong upperfencefor the differential equation x'-f
(t, x),
then whenever a solution x = u(t) satisfies u(to) < ,B(to), then u(t) < ,B(t) for all
t > to in [a, b] where u(t) is defined.

To get a similarresultfor a weakupperfence, the differentialequationmustsatisfy
a Lipschitzcondition.
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Theorem 4.3. If 1 (t) is a weak upperfence for the differential equation x' = f (t, x)
and the differential equation is locally Lipschitz, then whenever a solution x = u(t)
satisfies u(to) < ,B(to),then u(t) < pf(t)for all t > to in [a, b] where u(t) is defined.

This articleprovidesexcellentexamplesthatthis conclusionis not truewithoutthe
Lipschitzhypothesis.
5. PROOFOF THE MAIN RESULT. Fortheremainderof the article,Uh (t) denotes
the Euler approximationto solutionsof (1), with Uh(-2) = -1. It is the piecewise
linearfunctionjoining the "controlpoints"(-2 + nh, Xn(h)),whereXn(h)is defined
recursivelyby the formulas
x0 = Uh(-2)

= -1,

xn+l(h) =Xn(h)+ hIx(`h)I.

(10)

Lemma 5.1.
a) For each integer n > O, xn(h) is a continuousfunction of h for h > 0.
b) For each integer n > O, Xn(0) = -1, and when n > 1, xn(h) > Ofor h > 1.

Proof. Lemma5.1 is immediateby inductionon n.

U

Proposition 5.2. There exists a sequence of stepsizes {hn} tending to 0 such that
xn(hn) = 0. Furthermore,

1
n

2
-hn

<_

n+1

Proof. By the intermediatevalue theorem,thereexists for each n a smallesthn > 0
suchthatxn(ha) = 0; see Figure6 for graphsof xn versush.
Next we show that l/n < hn < 2/(n + 1); it follows that hn tends to zero as n -ox. Theleft-handinequalityis moreor less obvious:in -1 < x < 0 we have x < 1,
so the solutionsUhnhave slope less thanone in this region,andhence taketime more
than 1 to get from x = -1 to x = 0. This means that nhn > 1.
The right-handinequalityis less obvious.
Observethatfor everyh > 0, in the intervalwhereUh (t) < 0, Uh(t) is a weakupper
fence for the differentialequationx' =-Wtxf. In particular,Uh (t) > _t2/4 whent < 0;
see Figure7.
We must have Xn-1(hn) = -h2, since
xn-I (hn) + hn

lXn-1 (hn)I = 0

The function_t2/4 takeson the value -h2 when t = -2hn, andhence uh musttake
on this valueearlier.This meansthat
-2 + (n- 1)h, < -2h_nq
which gives the desiredinequality.
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x,,(h)A

X4

x2

~~~~~~~~~~~L

h

Figure 6. Control points x,n(h) for n = 0, 1,...,5, for Euler approximations.We have markedthe points hn
, which come between them,
(h) = -h2/4, and the points h%
(h) first vanishes, the points hn where xn~
where xn~
by Lemma 5.3.

Lemma 5.3. There exists a sequence of stepsizes {hn} such that xn(hn)=-h24
These satisfy hn?i < hn < h; in particular, they tend to 0 as n tends to infinity, and

h

h

h1

h1

h1X

Proof: As h decreasesfrom hn to 0, x,,(h) decreasesmonotonicallyfrom 0 to -1,
whereas-h2/4 increasesfrom-h/4 to 0; this is illustratedin Figure6. Againby the
intermediatevaluetheorem,for each n theremustexist a uniquehn < hn suchthat
x (h*)

/,2

32.2

2

)2

-

1

Figure 7. Left: the graph of uj is above the graph of -t2/4 in the region -2 < t < 0, so nhn < -hn
Right: since t is decreasingin the region x < 0, all Euler approximationsare upper fences there.
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However,

Xn+l(h*)
n=

n.--

+ h
4 +h(

nX1)

)=

44'

so xn+1 vanishesfor the firsttimebeforehW.
Now-2 + (n + l)h* < O follows fromhn < hn and-2 + (n +l)hn <

O-

U

We now aim at Proposition5.4.
Proposition 5.4. Wehave
IM Uh*
Uh*(t) = vo,o(t).
I'm

This requirestwo moreintermediatelemmas.
Lemma 5.5. Forh > 0, Uh (t) is a strongupperfencefor the differentialequation

dx
dx
dt

1

= l (x (0))434

2

in the regionR: h2/4 < x < 1
Proof. We want to show that (Uh(t))314 < U (t). Since the slope of an Euler approximationis a constantbetween any two consecutivepoints, and since I (x (t))312
Thus it is
increases,it is enoughto check the result at the point (t + h, x + h%fx-).
enoughto showthat
a/

>

1

(x + h X)3/4

> Q)

(t)>

Indeed,
(x + h

3
X) / ]

=

6 (x + h)

1(1 +

=

But x > h2/4 X ax > h/2 or h/lJx < 2. Therefore,since x <

2

2722~~~
X3( +

h)<

27X3<c

272<
x2X
x

Corollary5.6. Forany n andfor t > 0, we have Uh*(t) > inf{(t/8)4, 1}.
Proof. Thefunctionx(t) = (t/8)4 is a solutionto x'(t) = 2(x(t))3/4 satisfyingx(0) =
0. We have
Uh*(-2

April2001]

+ (n + 1)h*) = xn+1(h*)-p-

>

0
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by ( 1), and-2 + (n + l)h* < 0 by Lemma5.3. SinceUh*is non-decreasing,we have
Uh*(0) > (h*)2/4. ThusTheorem4.2 ensuresthat
Uh* (t)

>

for all t > 0 for whichUh*n (t) < 1/2.

U

Proof of Proposition 5.4. We can extracta subsequenceof Uh* such that Uh*(2) con-

verges;Corollary5.6 implies thatthe limit is greaterthan 1/256. Now Corollary3.4
showsthatthe subsequenceconvergesto Va,b for some a < b.
Corollary5.6 againimpliesthat Va,b(t) > 0 whent > 0, so thatb < 0. On the other
hand, Va,b(-2) = -1, which implies that a = 0. Thus a = b = 0.
We now invoke the fact that if a sequence and a numbera are such that every
subsequencehas a subsubsequencethatconvergesto a, then the sequenceconverges
to a. This is just whatwe haveprovedaboutUh*(t) for each t.
Proofof Theorem1.]. By Proposition5.4, thereexists a sequenceof stepsizes {h*}
with the propertythatlimh*o Uh*(2) = 1, and by Proposition5.2, thereexists a sequenceof stepsizeshn tendingto zero for which Uj& (2) = 0.
By the continuityof Uh(2),the intermediatevalue theoremimplies thatfor every
c E (0, 1), thereexists a sequenceof stepsizesh,n satisfying lim
Uhi
(2) = a.
Apply Corollary3.4 to the sequenceUhc,n; the limit is

i.e., b = 2(1

-).

VO,bwhere (2 -

Thus b can take any value between 0 and 2.

b)2/4 = c,
U

6. OTHERNUMERICALMETHODS. Is thepathologydescribedby Theorem1.1
specialto Euler'smethod,or does it persistfor othernumericalmethods?It appears
thatit not only persists,but it can get worse.For example,the analogof Figure6 for
mid-pointEuleris illustratedin Figure8.

xn(h)

Figure 8. Comparedwith Euler's method (Figure 6), the control points for mid-point Euler approximations
behave in even wilder ways as functions of the step-length.
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We observeat least one new phenomenon:thereare two kinds of cusps where an
approximationto a solutionremainsbounded:as for Euler'smethod,this occurs if
some controlpointx,(h) satisfiesx,(h) = 0, but it also happensif some x, satisfies
Xn(h) = -h2/4.

It seems likely,therefore,thatfor the differentialequation(1), all fixed step-length
numericalmethodsfail to convergeas the step-lengthgoes to 0. If a variable-step
lengthmethodis devisedto slow downwhenthe Lipschitzconstantbecomeslarge,it
presumablygrindsto a standstill,and nevermakesit past t = 0. This is the case for
everysuchmethodthatwe havetested.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. We thank Prof. Paul Donato of the Universit6 de Provence for writing the Maple
programthat drew the pictures for Figure 4. The other Figures were created with [2] and [3], which are very
good for experimenting.
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